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💰Banks, Farage, Bannon & Trump 
 
Banks’s affairs have also fallen under scrutiny outside the
U.K. Banks, Wigmore, and Farage came to public
attention in the U.S. shortly after the 2016 elections. 
#Brexit #2016Election 

The Chaotic Triumph of Arron Banks, the “Bad Boy of Brexit”
The U.K. is in a panic over voters’ decision to withdraw from the E.U. But the
pugnacious millionaire whose donations—and Trumpian scare tactics—helped
sway Britons has no regrets, Ed Caesar writes.

https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2019/03/25/the-chaotic-triumph-of-arron-banks-t…

🔑In London, few days after they were photographed with Trump outside of Trump

Tower Banks and Wigmore again met with Yakovenko the Russian Ambassador,

detailing their meeting with Trump & passing on contact info for members of

Trump’s transition team
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Trump s transition team.  

The Chaotic Triumph of Arron Banks, the “Bad Boy of Brexit”
The U.K. is in a panic over voters’ decision to withdraw from the E.U. But the
pugnacious millionaire whose donations—and Trumpian scare tactics—helped
sway Britons has no regrets, Ed Caesar writes.
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🔑Yakovenko was expelled from the US as a Soviet spy in 1986.  
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5/4/18: Alexander Yakovenko, the Russian ambassador to 
London is to leave his post after eight years – just weeks after 
The Mail on Sunday revealed he may have worked in the US as 
a Soviet spy.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-6…
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See Karol Cummins's other Tweets

Russian ambassador ordered home after revelations he was a …
Russian ambassador Alexander Yakovenko is to leave his post after
eight years - just weeks after The Mail on Sunday revealed he may
dailymail.co.uk

🔑As early as October, 2015, Banks asked Steve Bannon, who later became the head

of Trump’s campaign, for help in exploring possible sources of American funding for

Leave. EU. 
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The Chaotic Triumph of Arron Banks, the “Bad Boy of Brexit”
The U.K. is in a panic over voters’ decision to withdraw from the E.U. But the
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Echoes of Bannon/QAnon’s populist’ projection:  

 

“The Leave campaign Banks led was an ‘insurgent protest movement against the

smug globalism of the ruling class—against the “big politics” that Farage decried in

his victory speech.’” 
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🔑Hint: the ‘Globalists/TOC/RUmob funded Brexit/2016Elex 

 

📌They simply flipped the script!  

 

If you pay close attention to the narratives spun, just about every accusation they hurl

& spin reveals their wrongdoing/complicity. 
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WLDvsTOC14  
 
The same folks who spun false conspiracy theories & narratives 
about Seth Rich, did so about 9/11, Sandy Hook, PizzaGate, 
Parkland, LV, Pulse & more & vociferously attacked the Rule of 
Law & our FBI, NSA, CIA, SCO & those expert in RU/TOC. 
Funny that.
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